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WELLACRE
WINS GOLD!
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Issue 1 Spring 2015

Welcome to Inspire, the first
issue of our Newsletter
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Since the Silver mark was achieved the previous year, the school has
gone on to provide more opportunities for all to be involved in
various capacities, such as the inclusion of the School Sports
Journalist, the mentoring scheme for those talented Athletes
whose commitments between school and sport sometimes
clash or the chance to play more sports more often. It is
these changes that help the school to become recognised
for the limitless hours placed by staff to ensure these
opportunities are created for each individual.
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On building on the success of Mr Linton’s hard work and dedication to Wellacre
Academy’s extra-curricular program, Sports Leaders course and involvement
for all, the school was determined to achieve the acclaimed Gold Mark
standard.
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In a race to the proverbial finish line, with only time to spare, Wellacre Academy
received a Gold Medal.
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Roald Dahl Day comes
to Wellacre
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Alongside the dedication of the staff, it is important to
note that such an award can not be received unless the
links to the community and local sporting clubs are
acknowledged and recognised, therefore it is with
great thanks to JS Fitness, Trafford FC, St. Helens
RLFC, Salford Red Devils, Sale Sharks, Brooklands
Lacrosse and Flixton Juniors FC.
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Mayor opens our
Jampod
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HEAD BOY AND DEPUTIES ANNOUNCED
Wellacre have announced a new Head Boy and Deputies for
this school year.

Kane Shelmerdine, Mohammed Mulla and
Jake Alexander are pleased and proud to
accept their new roles within the student
leadership team. Their responsibilities are
numerous, from leading prefects, to
organising year books, to liaising with
Learning Directors about charity events, to
leading the Student Executive Council
Meetings to acting as Ambassadors for our
Academy. Well done to Kane on delivering
an inspiring speech at the Year 11 Leavers
of 2014 Event, not an easy task but one
done with flair.
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Wellacre Remembers

Page 8

Out and About - Y7 and
BTEC Trips

...and loads
more!!
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Wellacre is very proud of Miss Julia Brunning (Leader of KS4 Technology), who
in November won the Construction Industry Teacher of the Year. This is a huge
achievement and we could not be more proud.

“I am extremely delighted to receive the COYO teacher of the year.
The qualification has been revolutionary for both the students and
teachers in terms of inspiring and raising awareness about the
construction industry, I am privileged to be part of such an
important contribution to the industry's future and I am looking
forward to building further relationships with some of the leading
experts. This is a dynamic and engaging course that has brought a
breath of fresh air to our technology curriculum. I am very proud to
be a part of this and I am motivated to inspire other teachers to close
the gap and move with the times in both industry and education”
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We have celebrated the success and achievements of our
Year 11 students from last year, raised over £1000 for the
Royal British legion and put on a wonderful production of
‘Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory.’ This term the
Academy has launched a variety of exciting and new initiatives such
as; Growth Mindset, new commitment to learning grades and we began teaching
our RESPECT curriculum, which is strongly based around our core values and
core competencies.
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It was a pleasure to share such creativity amongst our own
and Primary staff as part of our enhanced transition
programme. Four lucky winners found golden tickets and
will have front row family tickets to our own production
of Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory 2nd December
2014.

...Miss Brunning, who has been awarded
Classroom Of Your Own Teacher of the Year.

Staff and students have been involved with a vast array of enrichment activities,
some of which you can read about in this newsletter. Our students also took over
Kate Green MPs office for the day and ran Trafford Housing Trust, you can read
about these exciting activities in our next newsletter

Miss Julia Brunning

If you are a professional in the Design, Engineer or Construction
industry and are interested in supporting the Technology Faculty
with their new courses, please contact Miss Brunning. 0161 748 5011
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Our partnership links, both here and abroad continue to develop. This year
students will be off to Austria skiing, welcoming students from South Africa and
China and our European Comenius project concludes with visits to Germany and
Portugal. Mott MacDonald, a global engineering firm based in Altrincham, has
also adopted our Technology Department. They were hugely impressed by our
construction and engineering facilities. This partnership will ensure that our
students get to work with some of the leading architects, designers, engineers and
surveyors in the world.
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A plethora of Fantastic Mr Fox's, Twits, Charlie's, witches
and Oompa Loompas enjoyed a jam packed day full of
activities, including science experiments, making glove
puppets, literacy workshops, brain investigations and even
translated the BFG to French!

As you can see from our newsletter, the Academy has
had a busy Autumn term.
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Wellacre played host to over 200 Year 6 boys on
Friday 26th September, when we opened our
doors to the wonderful world of Roald Dahl.

AND THE WINNER IS...

Welcome back and I wish you all a happy,
healthy and successful 2015.
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ROALD DAHL
TRANSITION DAY

WELCOME BACK...

D
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As ever we are working hard to ensure that students and staff have the best
facilities available. We have submitted multi-million pound bids to improve our
sporting facilities, science labs and creative and media suites and I hope to bring
some exciting news by Easter.

JAMPOD LAUNCH

Attended by the
Mayor of Trafford
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This term will be the last full term for our Year 11 and Year 13 students. Final
examinations and assignment deadlines are fast approaching. I am sure that with
even more hard work, commitment and dedication they will rise to the challenges
before them.
I look forward to another fantastic and exciting term.

A

Miss M Wicks, Principal
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staff and students. During committee meetings we consider building
improvements, the curriculum for students, finances and give support to
the Principal in looking after and providing the best environment for staff
and students.
We look to develop the culture and values that already exist at Wellacre.
The students are at the heart of everything we do and by ensuring and
celebrating their success we will secure the future of the academy and
enhance the community we serve.
I would like to thank all those who have contributed to, and will be
instrumental in, the continuing development and success of the
Academy- our learners, parents, fellow governors and staff.
Mr M Sherwin (Chair of Wellacre Academy Governing Body)
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On behalf of the Governing Body, I am pleased to share
with you our strategy for supporting the staff, students and
parents to secure the future development and success of
Wellacre Academy.
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GOVERNING BODY STRATEGY

We will influence, support and act as a ‘critical friend’ in order to develop
the Academy further and the community we serve. The governing bod
members at Wellacre are very supportive and can be seen regularly at the
Academy as they attend committee meetings, governing body meetings,
presentations, events, training etc.
Our main focus is for students to realise their full potential and achieve
the very best they can.
We look to promote opportunities and promote development amongst
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Monday 20th October was Wellacre Academy’s official Jampod launch. For those of you who
haven’t yet seen or experienced our latest state of the art music resource Jampod has been
dubbed ‘the silent music room’ as it enables up to five bands to rehearse and perform together
in the same room all linked via headphones.
We were extremely fortunate to have Luke Edwards (keyboard player for
Tinie Tempah) and Dean Clarke (Head of Korg Education) all day working
with 25 of our Year 7, 8 and 9 students. Luke Edwards gave various
demonstrations on how to create amazing sounds and utilize the keyboards
to the maximum.
We were pleased that parents and music teachers from local schools were
able to attend our launch event. We were extremely honoured that the
Mayor of Trafford officially opened Jampod for us.
Please contact the Academy if you would like more details about using
Jampod.
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comes to WELLACRE!

THE SIEMENS ROLLER COASTER CHALLENGE
Two groups of year 10 boys took
part in the Siemen’s Roller
Coaster challenge in November.

F

Wow! What a journey. The last few weeks were most definitely the hardest but most rewarding. Staff and
students across the academy spent weeks learning lines, recording news reports and turning the Drama studio
into a chocolate factory and it was all worth it.

The challenge, organised by Mrs Eagling, saw Wellacre
boys compete with teams from Urmston and Stretford
Grammar schools.
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Rehearsals started back in September and Miss McDonough and Miss Spencer spent each evening after school with the cast
guiding them to their first for Oliver Pagan (Year 7) or last for Daniel Rhodes (Year 13) Wellacre production. Mr Breeze spent
many year 7 lessons becoming an Oompa Lumpa. Mrs O’Neil spent time gathering costumes and learning her lines for Mrs
Bucket! Miss Mackelvie spent hours creating set and props and on Monday 1st December it all came together for the 250+ primary
students that visited Wellacre for the matinee dress rehearsal performance and it was a success! A great confidence boost for all
concerned ready for opening night on Tuesday 2nd.
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Students had the task of designing and building a roller
coaster over the last half term. They then presented their
models and a promotional video to a team of engineers
at Siemens, Manchester.

For the three nights that the play ran, there were many moments that stood out. Tears were shed for both laughter when Sam
Mulrooney improvised on stage as Mr Turkentine (who it is believed based his character on a certain member of Academy
Leadership Team) and sadness when it was all over on Thursday 4th December.
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Both Wellacre teams created rides that had original
concepts and excellent thrill factors. Against fierce
competition, one of the teams won second place in the
engineers favourite category.. They were praised for their
excellent engineering prowess and for their very
informative presentation.
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Thank you to each and every person who made the production possible. It could not go ahead without the
combination of staff and students and the wider community. Well done to all concerned, now….what shall we
do next year?!

CAREERS FAIR

O

A

Friday 30th January 2015, 9am - 4pm
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Wellacre plays host to over thirty
‘post 16’ exhibitors, including:
• Further education • Our own 6th form
• Employers • Apprenticeship opportunities
You will have the opportunity to ask questions, gather information and start
on the right path to your future success.
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Year 7 & 8 Celebration
NE
Shoe Box Appeal

In line with Wellacre’s new RESPECT curriculum Year
8 demonstrated key competencies such as ‘empathy’,
‘collaboration’ and ‘sincerity’ by participating in the
shoe box appeal.
This was a huge success across the
year group with the students living
up to the title of VICTORY. There
were excellent contributions from all
seven forms but the biggest success
came from 8.I where every member
of the form contributed, resulting in
not one, not two, not even three but four shoe boxes! Their amazing
contribution was rewarded with a box of ‘celebrations’!

Assembly

Autumn Term was brought to a close in
style with the fantastic celebrations for
Year 7 and 8. In order to set the tone for
the Year 7 students, celebrations from
the two years were highlighted in a joint
assembly by Mr Javed and Mr Casey.

The categories for which awards were
presented included: most achievement points
in the term; Achievement Tutor awards;
Learning Director awards and success on the
prestigious Student Council. A number of
certificates, vouchers and badges were
awarded to students.

Well done to all those students who won
awards. Keep up the excellent effort in 2015.

Daniel Wins Art Award

Wellacre’s Daniel Cartwright (Year 13) has won a special award after exhibiting his
work in the Trafford Schools Open 2014 Awards.
Daniel won the Inspired by Regeneration Award
and is pictured receiving his certificate.
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WELLACRE REMEMBERS...

WW1 Centenary & VE Day 70

2014 marks the Centenary of the start of the First World
War. Over the past few months, Wellacre has marked this
occasion with so many events and initiatives; it is hard to
know where to begin!

BATTLEFIELDS TRIP

O

Looking Forward

VE Day Celebrations and Holocaust Memorial Day

O

In October 2014, Wellacre was lucky enough to be one of fifteen Manchester
schools to send two students (and a teacher – in our case Mrs O’Neill) on a
government funded trip to the Battlefields in Ypres and the Somme. Both
students were picked because of their sheer commitment to the Wellacre Pals,
and had to justify in a letter why they deserved, to go on the trip, along with
ideas for carrying on the First World War legacy at Wellacre. Read about their
experience first hand, here:

P
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In May 2015, Wellacre will also celebrate the victories of the British forces in
the Second World War when VE Day is marked nationally on its 70th
anniversary. It is hoped that students will engage in the feel and nostalgia of
1940s Britain by taking part in a mock VE Day street party. It is hoped that
members of our local community will also get involved – watch this space!

K

My Battlef
ie

6
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Named for the Pals’ Battalions that saw local volunteer recruits sent off to
war together with their friends and colleagues, the Wellacre Pals have
embraced several First World War projects. For example, the have examined
and scrutinised war medals, carried out some deeper learning about aspects
trench warfare not covered in lesson time, made a display of work and images
relating to the war for the History corridor and written a commemorative
ceremony marking the occasion of the war’s outbreak. This event included a
trench-based dramatic play, penned by the boys themselves. In the run up
to Christmas, a re-enactment of the 1914 Christmas Truce, and research into
the lives on local soldiers is currently underway. Any student interested in
joining the Pals is most welcome – see Mrs O’Neill.

R

Whilst 2014 was no different to any other
year, with all students attending the annual
remembrance assemblies either on, or
around, the 11th November, in addition all
students in Years 8 to 10 have also sat through
a Commemorative Learning Lecture. This was
all about why the Centenary is so important,
and why remembrance matters. This
interactive Centenary launch event received a
really positive response. As part of our
Community Cohesion events, a special session
relating to Commonwealth contribution, and
the impact and sacrifice of minority groups in
Britain was also held.

For almost a year now, a group of keen young historians
have gathered together, organised by Mrs O’Neill, Leader
of Humanities, to commemorate the First World War
through enthusiasm for extra learning about this most
brutal of wars.
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Commemoration

Wellacre Pals
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However, just as with the First World War,
we must not forget that war in itself cannot
be celebrated. Many aspects of the Second
World War are too horrific for our students
to comprehend. In January 2015, Holocaust
Memorial Day will mark the 70th
anniversary of the liberation of the Auschwitz-Birkenau death camp. Wellacre
always marks HMD with a special assembly or lessons, however this year the
anniversary makes the event ever more significant.
To prepare for this, in June 2014, Mrs O’Neill and Miss Morgan travelled on
a teacher-training course to Auschwitz, in a one day visit. This ‘Lessons from
Auschwitz’ project involved travelling with nearly two hundred teachers
from across the country to see first-hand where some of the worst atrocities
in History took place. The experience also involved meeting a survivor of
Auschwitz, and learning more about pre-war Jewish life. Guided by
Holocaust experts (the Holocaust Educational Trust), with a specific
educational focus in mind, Mrs O’Neill and Miss Morgan are now able to
improve the learning of our students by relating their teaching of the
Holocaust to this visit and training. Mrs O’Neill was even asked to read a
poem during the remembrance ceremony at the end of the visit – held at
the end of the train tracks that run through the camp - a most humbling
experience. The current Year 9 will benefit from Mrs O’Neill and Miss
Morgan’s new expertise in January when their learning of the Holocaust
takes place through History lessons. However, the whole school will
take part in Holocaust Memorial Day, with commemorations led by the
History department. Eight Year 10 students will represent the school
at the Trafford Commemoration at Sale Waterside.

Wellacre Poppies

It certainly wasn’t just the History
department leading the way with
commemorating the First World War.
Arguably, the project that had the most
impact was the Princes’ Trust Wellacre
Poppies Project.

Our students designed and made hundreds of
red plastic poppy badges, key rings, car signs and
grave markers, under the guidance of Mrs
Haymes and Miss Partridge, along with the
technical know how of our technology
technicians Richard and Graham. The
popularity of these soared beyond all our wildest
imaginations. Demand for the poppies came in
from all over Trafford. As a result, we raised over
£850 from the plastic poppies. Coupled with the
money raised from usual paper poppy
donations, we have been able to contribute over
£1000 to the British Legion this year.

Wellacre would like to thank Mr Vaughn KentPayne from the Royal British Legion.
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YEAR 7 CONDOVER TRIP

YEAR 7 ENTERPRISE AT WELLCARE ACADEMY

This year’s Y7 trip to condover has been a great success!

O

F

The long anticipated year 7 residential took place in October 2014 and was thoroughly enjoyed by every student and member of staff
who attended. During an action packed three days, students scaled great heights climbing, firing rockets into the air, orienteering,
learning circus skills, navigating laser mazes, participating in Cluedo in the Condover mansion plus much, much more.

R

O

All students were fantastically behaved for the entire trip and were a credit to the school and their parents. During the residential
it was great to see so many new friendships being made and the boys’ grow in confidence and really challenge themselves and
encourage others. As a result all students (and staff) arrived back thoroughly exhausted!

K
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Year 7 students were introduced to the ‘Sale
Sharks Numbercruncherz’ programme
aimed at combining students business,
maths and physical education skills.

Year 7 students then went to Sale Sharks AJ Bell stadium
where they participated in a business and finance challenge
combining maths and sport skills. Students were rewarded
on their ability to understand business concepts in the
sporting world using their maths skills.
What a great way to watch our students give it a real ‘try’.

Students were then treated to free tickets to watch Sale
Sharks play Saracens. What a great way to end a brilliant
week working with Sale Sharks and watching our students
develop their business and sport skills.
Mr Hodgson,

If you are interested in supporting business and enterprise
at Wellacre please contact Mr Hodgson at the Academy.

Anti Bullying Week was launched in November
and a competition was set to produce a rap, a
drawing or a poem in response to the subject of
being bullied.
Max Vickers and Jack Grafton of year 9 wrote a wonderful poem from
the victim’s perspective. The poem is thought provoking and really
takes you inside the victim’s head. Congratulations to these students
for working so hard and producing this in their own time.

If you feel the poem resonates with anything you may be going through
right now don’t put up with this and remember: As always, be vigilant,
be strong and always report it.
Miss Niebel
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All Year 7 students were treated to a visit from the Sale
Sharks rugby coaches. Students participated in a mini
coaching session aimed at raising their ability to work in a
team and understand the benefits of sport and health.
Besides the weather being predictably unpredictable,
students embraced the session and developed their noncontact rugby skills with great effect.

ANTI-BULLYING WEEK

R

WELLACRE BUSINESS STUDENTS MEET MANCHESTER UNITED'S MARKETING DEPARTMENT

B

Year 13 Business BTEC and GCSE Business Year 10 students
visited Manchester United Marketing Department to learn
about the branding methods at the club.

Students were given the task of interviewing the marketing team to research
the global development of the brand at the club and its plans to develop the
brand further into emerging markets. It wasn't all work as students were given
a tour of the museum to look at the vast array of trophies plus there was plenty
of time for a picture or two in the stadium!
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SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH PROJECT

R

O

O

F

BE A LAWYER FOR A DAY

P

by Nathanael Woods and Jahmarly Frost (Year 10)

K

On Saturday 15th November, we went to Manchester University to attend a course called
‘Be a Lawyer for a day”. Mrs Chowdhury from Social Science had got us a place on the
course. There were only 2 places left because there were other students from other
schools in Manchester who were going.

D
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Phillipa Dotters is in Year 12 and is studying Psychology,
English and Media Studies and she wrote the following about her
experience as a participant in the Research.

A

Having recently studied ‘Ethics in Experiments’ the Year 12
students were fully prepared for their role in the investigation and
were keen to see their results.

During his final visit, we completed a small questionnaire which
asked how we were feeling. Then we were given 3 minutes to
prepare a 5 minute presentation about what we want to study
at University. After the presentation, we then had to count
backwards from 2015 in 13's. Every time we got an incorrect
answer, we had to start again from 2015. We were told by Rob
and his colleague that both this task and the presentation were
being recorded with a microphone, and also filmed by a camera.
Rob then confessed that they were both not actually turned on
while we did the tasks. He had told us they both were as he
wanted to see how the pressure would affect our overall
performance. We were then asked to repeat the first ever
exercise we did, with the computer software, then we completed
another quick questionnaire about our feelings. This data would
be compared with the answers of the questionnaire we
completed at the start of the session.

O

We are all aware of how stressful exams can be and yet we just
accept that it is part and parcel of the whole education system and
yet, for some, the stress of exams can be so debilitating that their
results are not an accurate reflection of their capabilities. Mr Buck
is an ex teacher and believes that the pressure that our students
are under in terms of exam performance can seriously affect their
life chances when they under achieve, so he is keen to gain some
evidence.

the second time was for a simple exercise that each participant
completed. During this exercise, we had to use a software
programme which showed arrows, and we had to click either Z
or M on the keyboard, Z for a left pointing arrow, and M for a
right pointing arrow. We also had to read words that would pop
up, most of which were exam related words.

R

The Research being undertaken was ‘To Investigate the Effect of
Stress on Exam Performance’ and Mr Rob Buck was carrying out
the investigation. Rob visited a number of high schools and used
100 participants for his sample; 14 of which were from our Sixth
Form A Level Psychology class.
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In November, Wellacre’s Sixth Form Social Science Faculty, was fortunate to be
asked to work with Manchester Institute of Education, University of Manchester,
to be participants in a research project.

“Recently, Miss Rowbotham asked year 12 Psychology students
if we wanted to take part in a real Psychology experiment. We
all agreed we would like to and so Mr Rob Buck came in to talk
to us all. Mr Buck, who used to be a teacher and now attends
Manchester University, asked us to participate in his experiment
to analyse the effects of stress and nerves on exam performance.
Rob came into sixth form on three different occasions. Firstly,
he came to brief us on the experiment, and to gain our consent,

10
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We met on Oxford Road at 10 am and walked down to the University. When we got there we had to sign in
and were given a name badge. We recognised a couple of people from our primary school and there were
about 40 other Year 11 students there from other schools.

Being an ex-teacher, Rob has seen the effects of pressure, stress
and nervousness on exam performance and wanted to research
this further and we were all honoured to be able to take part in
this project.”
Phillipa Dotters, Year 12

The day began with us listening to different lawyers who talked about their jobs. The first worked in
Criminology and Law and told us about how she has to stick up for people who are not innocent and she
sometimes has to represent paedophiles. She told us about how this can be the most difficult part of the job.
It was really interesting because it made us realise that there are parts of the job that you won’t want to do.
We then listened to University students who were studying for a Law degree and they told us about the course.
Then we got into groups and played some ‘getting to know you’ games to break the ice. We were given a
scenario about a particular crime and we were each given roles to play. We re-enacted a court scene and had
to try to prove the witness wrong after we were given information about what had happened. It was really
good and was very challenging.

We really enjoyed it as it opened our eyes to see what life at University would be like and especially what to
expect if we decide to take a career in Law. Thanks to Mrs Chowdhury for giving us this opportunity.

Sale Sharks Danny
Cipriani lights up
Wellacre Academy

A-level Business and Sports Science
students at Wellacre Academy in Flixton
were treated to a Sale Sharks training
session and then met their favourite
player Danny Cipriani. The students had been learning how to develop sports
branding for their Young Enterprise business 'Glowbal'.

The Sale Sharks Head of Media and PR Dave Swanton visited the students to talk about his unique
career and experience in sports marketing and branding. Mr Swanton offered the students an
opportunity to watch the team train and meet their hero Danny Cipriani to gage his opinion on
their product. The Leader of Business and Enterprise at Wellacre Academy Mr Hodgson said
"Danny thought they were a great idea and was impressed by the fact the business had made a
profit so soon".

SOCIOLOGY
OPEN DAY
On 26th of November
2014, I went to University
of Manchester for a
Discover Sociology Open
Day.
The first impression of the lecture rooms
was positive however it was a new
experience to me because normally 15 or
more people make the class; the lecture
classes are much bigger up to around
200 people. They welcomed us with a
very enthusiastic attitude and approach.
The lecture started with explaining
“What is Sociology?” why we need this
subject and what the topics will be on the
university course to give us a view of
what we should expect when we apply to
this course.

After the structure talk we had a mini
lecture where we looked at a ‘subculture
topic’; the ‘chavs subculture’. I found this
really interesting. Moreover, after the
mini lecture, the university ambassadors
took us for a quick trip around the main
campuses because 50 or even more
buildings construct the university. The
students talked to us about their
experience at Manchester University and
their social life around the campus.
When we came back to the main campus
we had an exercise about Labelling
Theory. They taught us how racism has
travelled through decades and how we
are different now compared to 1950’s.
We worked in small groups, which was a
good experience for us because this
shows that University lectures also build
up our confidence and communication
skills. My overall impression about
Manchester University was very positive.
I will definitely send my application to
Manchester University. I had a great day.
Nikodem Kwiatkowski (Year 12)

Glowbal are selling unique glow in the dark, tangle free, deep bass, internet connectivity
headphones (seen being held by Danny Cipriani) and are developing sports related accessories
such as running arm bands for fitness. Glowbal have already made a profit and have been a huge
success in the local area. It was a pleasure for the Wellacre students to meet their local hero and
see the Sale Sharks in training action before their next big game whilst developing their branding
skills. 'Glowbal' can be contacted on facebook and at Wellacre Academy.
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BTEC Engineering Year 10 Exam

Year 9 Parent Evening & Options

Evening 5 pm - 8 pm

Academy Closes Early for Staff

Training

Careers Fair 9 am - 4 pm

FEBRUARY
5th Year 12 Year 13 Full Reports to
12th

U

D

R

January BTEC Construction Exam

B

28th

Certificate

@Wellacre Academy

S

20th
22nd

January Exam for English

D

15th

and Year 12 and BTEC Media Exam
Year 11

A

16th

Wellacre Academy

BTEC Construction Exam Year 11

O

14th

www.wellacre.org

Certificate

R

9th

O

JANUARY
5th Academy re-opens for all 8.40 am
8th January Exam for English

Parents

Year 8 Parents Evening

CALLING ALL OLD BOYS!....
Wellacre Academy will be celebrating our 60th
anniversary during 2015 and we would like as many
Wellacre students as possible to sign up to our
newly formed Alumni Association. We want to hear
your stories of how Wellacre used to be. Do you
have any old photos, reports, uniform that you can
share with us?
For further information please contact the school on
0161 748 5011 or email us at alumni@wellacre.org
INSPIRE • AC HIEVE • ENJOY

5 pm - 8 pm

Academy Closes for Half Term
Academy re-opens

Wellacre Academy, Irlam Road, Flixton,
Manchester M41 6AP
Tel: 0161 748 5011 Fax: 0161 755 3234
www.wellacre.org

